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Fifth Street P10.22, gouache on paper, 30 x 42 inches

From April 8 through May 23, 2011 The Drawing Room in East Hampton is pleased to present CAIO FONSECA:
new paintings, the gallery’s second solo show of Fonseca’s abstractions on paper and canvas. A native New
Yorker, Fonseca divides his time between Italy and New York, using his East Hampton studio in the off seasons.
His work is in the permanent collections of many museums including the Museum of Modern Art, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Whitney Museum of American Art.
In his recent mixed media paintings on canvas and on paper, Fonseca’s distinctive method of image making has
evolved in bold compositions that explore the counterweight of interlocking positive and negative forms in
brilliant color. These new paintings introduce eccentric curvilinear imagery that evokes large shards emerging
through sand in an archeological dig. At precisely considered intervals, the thick layer of white paint in which
Fonseca’s pure pigment shapes are submerged breaks the continuity of his seductive brushwork in Matisse blues
and reds. Serpentine elements that suggest vase fragments and silhouettes of musical instruments seem to
surface and recede.
Constructing images from layers of gesso, acrylic paint, gouache and wax, Fonseca’s highly personal method
allows him to define original forms and reveal surprising remnants of action painting as he excavates the vivid
color and broad gestures of the underpainting. Inevitably, each composition becomes a palimpsest of visual
evidence from different moments of the painting process. The underpainting of striped gestural abstraction
serves as a rich trove of formal elements to be revealed selectively as charged negative shapes of brilliant color.
With pasta rollers and nibs Fonseca incises the golden section across paper or canvas, adding subtle staccato
touches and linear markings that unify the tension sustained in each composition.
Always balancing process and image in a nuanced dance over studio time, Fonseca's unique approach to
painting recalls musical composition and structure. The son of a sculptor and a painter, Fonseca learned early
the importance of his materials to his imagery. However, his love of music and in particular the piano, imbues
his painting with lively rhythm and visual notations that appear harmonically related to the whole.
Simultaneously modern and classical, each painting records its own history in a unique unfolding of found and
created visual events. This new body of work holds grand, voluptuous forms in profile against a powerful
negative space of white light. Fonseca's recent work has a mature confidence that sets it apart.
Hours: Friday, Saturday & Monday 11–5, Sunday 11-4.
For further information and reproductions, please contact Lindsay Reichart at 631.324.5016, or
info@drawingroom-gallery.com.
See more on our website: www.drawingroom-gallery.com

